Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Monday, November 9, 2015
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 11:03 am AZ/Mountain Time
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Alyssa Rosemartin (NCO), Erin Posthumus (NCO), Theresa Crimmins (NCO), Julianna
Renzi (NCO), Kathy Gerst (NCO), Beth Bisson (Signs of the Seasons, Maine), Edessa Carr (Central Arizona Phenology Trail), Esperanza
Stancioff (Signs of the Seasons, Maine), Kerissa Battle (New York Phenology Project), Mary Goshorn (Denver Botanic Gardens),
Mollie (Santa Fe Botanic Garden)
Celebrate an achievement!
Beth – Maine Audubon, Loon monitors. Esperanza is sharing SoS work with pollen group. She has been talking with local and
regional folks looking at pollen based on a changing climate. Coordinate efforts on how they can use phenology in Maine in
looking at issues regarding pollen. Summit in Portland, ME and follow up meeting. The pollen group has talked to Theresa
Crimmins. Exciting to work with some of the folks doing research on pollen. Theresa had a call with them a month ago, excited
to hear it is still active. Signs of the Seasons has also received funding for a 7 month position for assistant coordinator!
Mary – Denver Botanic Garden. Last week she gave a talk to 30 docents at gardens on phenology trail, phenology. To bring them
up to speed on how to use NN, phenology, and in turn give that info to visitors. Well attended. People found it interesting.
− Kerissa – Surveyed all the organizations in the NYPP to find out what they need to move forward with the project in a way that
works to keep it going long term. Good to communicate with those folks. Hit a benchmark – NYPP wanted to register 25 sites in
network in 2015 and they have 26, not all collecting data but are registered and have some sort of plan. Got some funding to
work with the data to expand effort.
− Edessa – Added a new trail at Prescott Creeks at Watson Woods, now there is a south and north trail. Volunteers are doing
weekly monitoring. Highland Center has a docent program training people, several volunteers have taken on long term
monitoring as part of their project.
− Mollie, and Allison –They have four people on their cit sci team, plants and dragonflies, birds nesting and dragon flies.
Discussion Topic: Data Analysis
− Kerissa and NYPP: Old data set emerged from the 1800s. Took some time to clean up the data, figure out how many historical
records had overlap with modern records. Map called “progress of the seasons”. www.Hvfarmscape.org/seasons. Data
collectors included school, community college type places. Sites are located near NYPP sites so they were able to cross list the
academies closest to the NYPP sites they have now. Got a range of what the historical data and the recent data say, using the
average date, for 5 species. Informal prelim analysis, not publishable, but allowed them to take a look at it to see if it was
interesting enough to go further to find out how climate has affected the species in the northeast. Utilize the modern NYPP
dataset and explored the historical comparison. Networking of sites doing the same thing that we are doing now in modern time.
Put together a poster to describe the project to show the data in a nice way. Teachers can do this kind of work with their classes.
Connect with education efforts in the region, lead to a more robust analysis. Good way to engage people in local history and
climate change. Provides an example of how data can be analyzed and used without having to think about long-term trends.
Mary asked about data set integration – we have some in the queue, we are headed in that direction with upcoming workshops
over the next year.
− Julianna – working for the last month at the Tucson data, see what it says, to explore further research. How much data there is
available was a first question. How many partner groups used it, how long have they been observing, and determined, as we
expected, that the timing of observations is not consistent. Looked at what people were observing, which species were the
most popular. AZ vast majority is from Tucson from two or three sites. Looked at the data quality – frequency vs .time period
from raw data. How many records there were, positive vs. negative. Couldn’t tell what the birds were doing during the year with
an inconsistent, another argument for having long-term data over the full year(s). No observations in summer, schools,
snowbirds, etc. Used summarized data to look at onset dates, how many had a prior no within the prior two weeks. The looked
at species individually, started with buffelgrass, a species having the most total observations. Relevant phenophases – initial
growth and leafing, comparing it to climate (precip and climate day met Tucson airoport NOAA). Buffelgrass initial growth tracks
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the monsoon moisture and weather. She is working on a summary report now to characterize the data. Next steps – more
consistent data, target the gaps. Importance of doing it all year. More geographic diversity. We do not, in general, have as much
info on desert phenology, high vs low desert. Theresa asked if the purpose of this analysis is to determine ways that participants
can hone in to make the data most useful, for example, the importance of including the nos, show what is says and how the
data can be improved. Yes, this is model for other groups, and can be used to further engage participants and describe visually
how having this information is important to researchers. We had to look at the descriptive stuff first, before we could even ask
questions.
Beth and Esperanza – Show how they are using NPN resources to share data outcomes with volunteers. Also demonstrate what
types of info researchers are undertaking. Aldo Leopold and Sara Eliz Jones graph from Abe. Phenology calendar static when
plants are flowering in a marsh, inter-annual variability and long term. Important to point out how that would be different now.
So far only 5 years of data with the Signs of the Seasons, but can start to see inter-annual variation, such as with the warm
spring in 2012. Dandelions show anomalous year using first recorded growth by individuals in Maine and New Hampshire. Helps
people understand the changes on the ground and moments in time. Used vis tool to show where the sites are located across
their region to point out holes/gaps in locations. Show how the obs are contributing to research campaigns, green-wave, etc.
and that their observations part of the larger thing that is happening. Inspires people. Use the gridded spring index and Jakes
graph of obs of species to see which ones and are most frequently observed. Cater to their interests, engage people more. Show
overlapping phenophases through time. Rockweed – sites along the coast, good volunteer effort going along in NH and ME. Only
doing for about 3 years. Jessica at ME maritime academy. 10 sites in ME a few more in NH. Timing of reproductive phases of
Rockweed, using GLOBE protocols. Esperanza says – reproductive phenophases as temp dependent, vols have water quality
data gathering methodologies. Created a tandem observing database since NPN doesn’t have protocols for it. Looking at temp
and salinity and phenology monitoring. Schoodic and Belfast ME. Timing of the different phases is different at different locations.
Poster displayed at Acadia science symposium and other places. Clear enough, concept of phenology observation, good to get
people engaged. Scientists help create graphs and displays so it is usable for volunteer training. Historical dataset being used
here too, in Primack’s lab, 50 year dataset. Very complete.
Mollie – wants to know where to find historical datasets. Esperanza – knows of a few people, word of mouth. They typically
come up to them during presentations and say they have a data set available and would you like it. LA reports that Rebecca
Montgomery at MN Pheno Project had the same experience – someone came to her with a dataset that is invaluab.e The most
difficult thing is finding the time and money to have someone look at the old dataset, in whatever shape/form it is in, to make it
useable. Could survey your local folks to see what datasets are out there.
Thanks for sharing everyone!

Meeting Adjourned – 12:01 AZ/Mountain Time.
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